Victorian Angel Bear Tree
CHRISTMAS CARD HOLDER
Supplies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1-1/4" Yards of "Magic of Christmas" fabric style
V7132-KZ for card holder banner.
1-1/4 Yards of fabric for lining (we used
"Christmas Romance" style #W6795-H)
1 Coat hanger for pants (with white cardboard tube over lower wire)
2 or 3 kinds of Christmas greenery
Christmas pick
Approx. 2 yards of 1-1/2" wide wired ribbon.
Contrasting pieces of narrower ribbon.

Instructions: (seam allowance is 1/4")
1. Cut a piece of fabric 16-1/4" wide and 39" long. Cut one piece of lining the
same size.
2. Cut six pockets, each 16-1/4" wide and 4-1/2" long. Cut six pieces of lining
the same size.

3. Place the pockets and lining with the right sides together and stitch down
the long sides, forming a tube. Trim the seam allowance to
1/8" and turn right side out. Press the pockets.
4. Pin the pockets to the front panel, starting 1" from the
bottom edge. Stitch the pocket in place, at the sides and
bottom. Pin the next pocket 2" from the top of the first
pocket and stitch in place. Repeat until all six pockets are
stitched on the panel.

5. Place the panel and the lining with the right sides together and
stitch around the entire rectangle, leaving a 4" opening at the
top. Trim the seam allowance and turn right side out. Press and
topstitch 1/8" from all the edges (including the turning

opening).
6. Measure the center of the pocket (should be 7-5/8") and stitch
down the center of all the pockets.

7. Fold the top edge over the hanger and stitch the top edge to the back. For
placement purposes, the top edge should be about 1/4" over the top edge of
the top pocket.

8. Wire the greenery to the hanger, covering it thoroughly. Wire a 6-1/2" triple
bow with long ends (approximately 13") to the center of the greenery. Tie
the ends around the ends of the hanger, leaving about 2", then trim the ends
in an inverted V-shape.
9. Add other loops of ribbon to accent, add sprigs of silver-sprayed greenery or

other accents, and glue a Christmas pick in the middle of the bow.

While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not
responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies.
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